RASCals Star Party

Public Welcome - no charge!

Sep 27-29, 2019
Friday at 3PM - Sunday 12 noon

St. Stephens Church, Saanichton, BC

victoria.rasc.ca

Door prizes

Drop-ins welcome!

Night sky observing - from 7:30PM Fri & Sat

Observe the planets, the Milky Way & fascinating celestial objects from a dark site

Fri 6:30PM - Apollo 11 - Chris Gainor

Sat afternoon - solar viewing

Sat 5:00PM - StarBBQ - burgers!

Sat 6:30PM - Archaeoastronomy - Rob Beardsell

Facilities

• Dark observing field
• Camping on the observing field - tents, RVs - by donation
• Parking - both on and off field
• Washrooms
• Drinking water, coffee, tea
• Electricity - for observers’ use only

No telescope - no problem. Ask an astronomer to view through theirs.